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BOOK HYPER!

Booking Hyper the Clown is the perfect way to add fun and 
excitement to your birthday party! Find out how! 

WHO IS STACIE ASHLETT

Find out about Hyper the Clown! An amazingly 
entertaining crazy-fun-awesome human!



In 2013, Hyper the Clown found the world of 
Humanitarian Clowning and knew it was her calling. She
embarked on her first journey with Humanitarian Clowns
Inc. to India. The following year, she joined the renowned
Doctor- Patch Adams on trips to Morocco and Costa Rica.
Hyper couldn't get enough of spreading joy and laughter
throughout the world and returned to India multiple 
times, taking on the role of volunteer coordinator in 2018.

Meet Hyper the Clown, a professional children's entertainer 
passionate about bringing joy and laughter to kids of all ages. She is 
a master of balloon animals, magic tricks and silly antics. She knows 
how to keep audiences of all sizes entertained and engaged. 

What sets Hyper apart from other entertainers is her heart and 
connection. She believes in providing top-quality entertainment 
with a personal touch and truly loves what she does. Hyper is 
trusted regularly to perform at birthdays's, Christenings, Festivals, 
Markets, Schools, Weddings and other exciting Events.

Hyper breaks the mold of the traditional clown, as she chooses not 
to wear makeup or traditional clown attire. Instead, Hyper believes 
in using her talents, energy and personality to connect with her 
audience.

Humanitarian Clowning

Hyper is dedicated to ensuring your party runs as 

smoothly and stress-free as possible. With heartfelt 

compassion for you and your party, Hyper is always 

available to answer any questions or concerns. Whether 

through email, phone, or text. Let Hyper assist you in 

making your party a success!

why Hyper?
Hyper the Clown has been entertaining at events for over half her life and has built a 
reputation for providing high-quality, engaging and interactive event entertainment. With a 
5-star rating on Google and Facebook, Hyper’s customers have consistently praised her for 
her energy, creativity and ability to connect with audiences of all ages. Don’t just take our 
word for it; check out Hyper’s 5-star reviews for more information about what makes her the 
ultimate entertainer for your next event.



BALLOON

& MAGIC 

SHOW
Hyper's magic show is designed to captivate and 
entertain both children and adults in a fun-filled 

family experience! From the moment Hyper arrives 
to the moment she leaves before the cake is 

served, your guests will be entertained and amazed 
by her engaging performance filled with laughter, 
magic, and wonder. Join in on the fun and make 

memories that will last a lifetime!

40-MINUTE FAMILY 
MAGIC SHOW

FOLLOWED BY BASIC
BALLOON CREATIONS

COLOURFUL PROPS, COMEDY,

PUPPETS, MAGIC AND GROUP
PARTICIPATION

DOWNLOADABLE 
DIGITAL 

INVITATIONS

AGE: 
4-8 YEARS OLDS

 

PARTY GUESTS: 
20 

 

PARTY SPACE:
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE



Hyper the Clown's birthday shows are a 
celebration of fun and excitement! With 

electrifying animation, captivating interactive 
stories, colourful props, comedy, puppets and 
magic. Every child will feel like the star of the 
show. Hyper's fully interactive performance is 
designed to engage every guest and make 
your child's birthday one to remember! Get 
ready for maximum participation and a truly 

unforgettable experience!

BALLOON &

MAGIC SHOW

INCLUDED: HYPER WILL BRING
40 MINUTE MAGIC SHOW

BASIC BALLOON CREATIONS 
FOR 20 KIDS

HER CHEEKY MONKEY

COLOURFUL PROPS AND
EVERYTHING SHE NEEDS FOR 
AN AH-MAZING VARIETY SHOW! 

SOUND SYSTEM

MAGICAL PROPS

A VERY CHEEKY MONKEY 

A WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE
ENTERTAINING YOUNG PEOPLE!

1 HOUR

$480



Get ready for a high-energy, interactive dance 
extravaganza led by the energetic Hyper the 

Clown. With her remote-controlled sound 
system, she'll keep the kids engaged and 

entertained with musical games, dances, and 
fun interactive activities.

 
Hyper is dedicated to making sure every guest 
has a blast. She arrives on time and stays until 
it's time for cake, so you can sit back, relax, 

and watch the kids have the time of their lives!

1 HOUR

PARTY

1 HOUR OF STREE-FREE
ENTERTAINMENT

ALL-INCLUSIVE AND 
INTERACTIVE PARTY 

GAMES

INTERACTIVE 
DANCE GAMES

PROFESSIONAL 
DISCO LIGHTS

(INSIDE PARTY) 

AGE: 
4-8 YEARS OLDS

 

PARTY GUESTS: 
UNLIMITED 

 

PARTY SPACE:
INSIDE OR OUTSIDE



Hyper brings excitement to children's par
ties

with her unique 
twist on traditional games,

dance games, and interac
tive fun! This 

hour-long party pack
age is perfect

ly timed to

add a burst of energy to your celebration.

The kids will be fully engage
d and enterta

ined

by Hyper's captiva
ting style, crea

ting

unforgettable memories and lastin
g smiles.

1 HOUR 

PARTY HOST 

1 HOUR

$380

INCLUDED:
1 HOUR OF STRESS-FREE
ENTERTAINMENT

ALL-INCLUSIVE INTERACTIVE 
PARTY GAMES

INTERACTIVE DANCE GAMES

UNLIMITED PARTY GUESTS

HYPER WILL BRING
BATTERY OPERATED SOUND 
SYSTEM FOR OUTSIDE PARTIES

THE LATEST MUSIC

HER WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE 
ON ENTERTAINING YOUNG 
PEOPLE WITH GAMES AND 
DANCING!!



The success of the 2-hour party packa
ge is 

variety!! From bubble games and party g
ames to 

dancing activit
ies, a magic show with puppets, a 

lively disco party and exc
iting dance 

competitions, all packed i
nto a two-hour party 

slot to guarantee non-stop excitement. With 

Hyper at the he
lm, every moment will be filled 

with laughter an
d joy. This is Hyper's most 

popular package,
 designed to keep the child

ren 

entertained fro
m start to finish. 

Caregivers, no need to stress! Provide the food 

and cake, and 
let Hyper take care

 of the rest!

2 HOUR 

PARTY 

2 HOURS OF STRESS-
FREE ENTERTAINMENT

BIRTHDAY MAGIC 
SHOW

 

ARRIVES 60 MINUTES 
EARLY TO SET UP 

MEGA DISCO WITH
INTERACTIVE DANCE 

GAMES

ALL-INCLUSIVE 
INTERACTIVE PARTY 

GAMES
 

SOUND SYSTEM AND 
LED DISCO LIGHTS

 

EXCLUSIVE PARTY 
GUIDE

CUSTOM DIGITAL 
PARTY INVITATIONS

 

AGE: 
4-8 YEARS OLDS

 

PARTY GUESTS: 
UNLIMITED 

 

PARTY SPACE:

INSIDE OR OUTSIDE



2 HOUR 

PARTY HOST 

INCLUDED:
2 HOURS OF STRESS-FREE
ENTERTAINMENT

HYPER ARRIVES 60 MINUTES 
EARLY TO SET UP

BIRTHDAY MAGIC SHOW

ALL-INCLUSIVE PARTY GAMES

INTERACTIVE DANCE GAMES

MEGA KIDS DISCO

UNLIMITED PARTY GUESTS

FREE CUSTOM DIGITAL PARTY
INVITES

EXCLUSIVE PARTY GUIDE 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THIS 
2-HOUR PARTY PACKAGE 

The entire party package offers the best of both 
worlds, including a family magic show. The magic show 
is age appropriate and is jam-packed full of comedy, 

puppets and fun. This is a fully interactive 2 Hour party 
package designed for maximum participation; The 

whole party, children shriek with enjoyment as they 
participate in interactive games, dances and a rocking 

disco, because we all know children love to dance!

MAGIC, GAMES & DISCO 
NON-STOP PARTY ENTERTAINMENT 

FOR KIDS

HYPER WILL: 
BE HERE FOR YOU EVERY 
STEP OF THE WAY!

ARRIVE 60 MINUTES EARLY 
TO SET UP AND MAKE SURE 
EVERYTHING RUNS SMOOTHLY

BRING HER SOUND SYSTEM AND
PROFESSIONAL DISCO LIGHTS

KEEP THE KIDS ENGAGED THE
ENTIRE PARTY!!!

$580

You can relax and enjoy a stress-free party 
while Hyper entertains the children. The 

birthday child is made to feel like the true 
star of their day. All your party guests are 

guaranteed to be involved in lots of 
participation, laughs and endless smiles & fun! 

This is the ONLY package that Hyper has 
created a booklet for to guide you through 

the party process in the easiest way.



Transform your child's birthday celebration into a memorable event with
Hyper's 2-hour party package. With years of experience as a professional 

children's entertainer, Hyper knows the secret to a successful party: planning 
in advance. Limiting the party time to 2 hours and tailoring the activities to the

birthday child's age group.
 

 Hyper creates a fun and engaging experience for everyone. And the best part?
You can sit back and enjoy the special day with your child without worrying 

about how to keep the kids entertained.
 

With a focus on interaction and entertainment, Hyper's package includes a 
dynamic blend of games, dances, magic shows and more! No party guest will 
ever be bored, as Hyper structures the activities to keep everyone engaged 
and having fun. The setup is completely organised, so all you have to do is 

provide the food and cake, and Hyper will take care of the rest.
 

Don't settle for just another party, book Hyper now and give your child a 
celebration they'll always remember! Just make sure to book the 

entertainment before the venue, as there are more venues than entertainers.
 
 

LOVE & LAUGHTER,

FINAL WORDS ON 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES



BOOKING 
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT!

BOOKING 
YOUR ENTERTAINMENT!

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR BOOKING 
HYPER THE CLOWN AT YOUR PARTY: 

Decide your desired date and time to invite Hyper to your party.

Fill out Hyper's contact form on her website or give her a call to check
availability.

Act quickly to secure your desired date, as Hyper's schedule fills up fast.

If Hyper is available on the date and time you have requested, she will send you
a link to fill out an online booking form.

Complete the form and agree to the terms and conditions.

Hyper will send you an invoice for the party.

Make sure to pay the invoice to secure your booking!

 

CANCELLATION POLICY:

LET HYPER KNOW IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS!

Once you have filled out the booking form and paid, you will receive a confirmation email. 
Should  you need to cancel your booking, the fee is as follows:

Full payment required if
cancelling less than 2 weeks
before the party

Hyper the Clown,

Stacie Ashlett 0416 592 445

www.hyperclown.com

stacie@hyperclown.com 

In the event of illness, foul weather
or such unpreventable events, 
 including Covid, transfer of the
date (wherever possible) is
permissible.



Hyper the Clown isn’t kidding when she says that she is all you need for
your party. If you hire and add multiple activities to your party, kids may
get overwhelmed and distracted. Hyper really wants your party to run
smoothly. Her “Stress Free Party Host” packages are well structured, 
fun, and a magical experience for everyone!

You just sit back, relax and watch the children have a tonne of fun! 
You will receive plenty of compliments as the parents tell you 

what a fantastic party you arranged.

What do you (the party organiser) need to
provide on the day if hiring Hyper the Clown
for your party?

The food, the venue, party bags and, of course, 
the children! annnnddd... Nothing else!!!

You are guaranteed fun and happiness!!

JUMPING CASTLE NEEDED

ADDITIONAL ENTERTAINMENT NEEDED

STRESS AND WORRY ABOUT HOW YOU 
WILL KEEP THE KIDS ENTERTAINED 

HIDDEN COSTS, EVERYTHING  
IS INCLUDED! 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION


